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Abstract 

The Uncertainty Management Model (van den Bos & Lind, 2002; Lind & van den Bos, 

2002) suggest that fairness information serves the psychological functions of reducing 

uncertainty. The current research tested this hypothesis directly by manipulating the 

salience of fairness information. The results showed that fairness salience did not affect 

participant’s uncertainty. Uncertainty salience however did raise perception of fairness, 

especially for participants feeling uncertain. These results suggest that feelings of 

uncertainty alter the way fairness information is processed.  In additional qualitative 

interviews the nature of the relation between fairness and uncertainty was explored in 

depth. Interview data suggest that both instrumental and non-instrumental issues are 

involved in the effect uncertainty has on fairness, but that mainly non-instrumental 

concerns are responsible for the effect of fairness  on uncertainty. Based on these results it 

is concluded that uncertainty and fairness perceptions are related, but that different 

processes are involved depending on the direction of the relation. A theoretical model is 

proposed for dual processes in fairness sensitization and uncertainty reduction. 

Implications and directions for future research are discussed. 

 

 



“Justice and power must be put together, so that whatever is just may be powerful, and 

whatever is powerful may be just.” 

-Blaise Pascal – (1623-1662) 

 This quote illustrates what is now generally accepted in behavioral research; people like to 

be treated fair by the ones that have power over them. Especially during organizational 

change, fair treatment has been shown to be an important predictor of employee behavior 

(for overviews, see Hogg & Mullin, 1999; Sorrentino & Roney, 1999; van den Bos & Lind, 

2002; Lind & van den Bos, 2002; Weary, Jacobson, Edwards, & Tobin, 2001, Tyler & de 

Cremer, 2005). The Uncertainty Management Model by van den Bos and Lind (2002) argues 

that perceptions of fairness help people to manage the uncertainty induced by such change. 

Therefore they are more sensitive for fair treatment. The current research will test if 

perceptions of fairness can reduce uncertainty induced by such change and will provide a 

qualitative insight into the psychological processes involved.  

 

Social Justice 

Social Justice research has primarily focused on how perceptions of fairness affect the 

evaluation of outcomes. One of the most replicated findings in this field is the “voice effect” 

(Thibaut and Walker, 1975), also termed the “process control effect” by Folger (1977). This is 

the effect that people when people are given the opportunity to present information 

relevant to a decisions, this enhances their perceptions of fairness of the decisions-making 

procedure. They are also more likely to accept the outcome and are generally more content 

with their outcomes, if they perceived the procedure to be more fair (Colquitt, Conlon, 

Wesson, Porter, & Ng, 2001; van Knippenberg, De Cremer, & van Knippenberg, 2007). Given 

the reliability and strength of the effect, many theorists have tried to explain the 

psychological processes that produce this effect. Early theories attribute the effect to beliefs 

about the instrumental consequences of input. In these theories it is believed that voice 

fosters people’s perceptions of control over their outcomes, thereby increasing their 

probabilities of a favorable or equitable outcome. Such perceptions of control are believed 

to lead to higher perceptions of fairness. Other, more recent theories explain the effects of 



voice through its symbolic function, rather than its capacity to provide good outcomes. 

Based on a “group-value” model, Lind & Tyler (1988) argue that those accorded an 

opportunity to express their voice are perceive themselves to be valued, full-fledged 

members of the group enacting the procedures. They argue that people value having a voice 

because it signals they are valued and cared for by the group, regardless of its instrumental 

capacity to provide good outcomes. 

To understand what fairness means to people and why it affects behavior, a lot of research 

has been done in the field of social justice. A first understanding of how perceptions of 

fairness are created is provided by the dimensions of fairness that have been indentified 

over time. These dimensions are distributive justice, procedural justice, interactional justice, 

and informational justice (Colquitt, 2001). Each of them provides a specific set of rules, 

which determine the fairness on that dimensions. Distributive justice targets the fairness of 

outcomes and is fostered when outcomes are consistent with norms for allocation, like 

equity or equality. In addition, procedural justice is concerned with the fairness of the 

procedures that led to those outcomes. Procedural justice is fostered by either having a 

voice in the procedure (Thibaut and Walker, 1975), or by the procedure adhering to certain 

fair process criteria. Leventhal and colleagues (Leventhal, 1980; Leventhal, Karuza, & Fry, 

1980) listed six of these criteria that define a fair procedure. These are; consistency, lack of 

bias, correctability, representation, accuracy, and ethicality. Both interactional and 

informational justice are often considered to be part of procedural justice, although some 

authors treat them as separate dimensions (Greenberg, 1980; Gilliland, 1993; Colquitt, 

2001). Interactional justice is concerned with the fairness of interpersonal treatment. 

Informational justice is about the amount of information provided and its quality and timing. 

Several scholars have tried to integrate the dimensions of distributive and procedural justice. 

Although they have been found to be statistically independent dimensions, they have 

showed a high correlation as well (Gilliland, 1993). Several scholars have also shown that in 

many situations perceptions of procedural justice account for more of the variance on 

dependent measures then do perceptions of distributive justice (Gilliland, 1993). These 

results suggest that perceptions of procedural justice are the more relevant dimension. 

Consequently, most research has focused on perceptions of procedural justice and its 

effects.  



The debate on instrumental and non-instrumental effects of fairness perceptions extends 

beyond the voice effect. Distributive justice can also be valued for the actual outcome itself 

or for the symbolic information it conveys on group membership. In more general terms, any 

perceptions of fairness can be valued for its instrumental function related to good outcomes, 

or for its non-instrumental function related to the symbolic information it conveys. Lind & 

Tyler (1988), after reviewing numerous studies, already pointed out that the range of 

procedural fairness effects can only be accounted for by both instrumental and non-

instrumental concerns. Lind, Kanfer and Early (1990) showed that perceptions of  control  

account for some, but not all of the variation in fairness perceptions. They conclude that 

both instrumental and non-instrumental concerns are involved in voice effects. Several other 

scholars follow this argument and use both instrumental and non-instrumental concerns to 

account for the effects of fairness perceptions (for overviews see: Gilliland, 1993; van den 

Bos & Lind, 2002; Lind & van den Bos, 2002; Colquitt, 2001).  

 

Fairness and Uncertainty Reduction 

The Uncertainty Management Model by van den Bos & Lind (2002; Lind & van den Bos, 

2002) also uses instrumental and non-instrumental explanations to argue that fairness 

perceptions serve to reduce uncertainty. Research on uncertainty has shown that feelings of 

uncertainty generally motivate people to search for information, as a means of reducing this 

uncertainty (e.g. Ashford & Cummings, 1985; van den Bos, Heuven, Burger, & Fernandez van 

Veldhuizen, 2006). Such information might be very instrumental for reducing uncertainty in 

the sense that it provides direct  information. Fairness judgments can provide such 

instrumental information and thereby directly reduce uncertainty. Hogg and colleagues 

(Hogg, 2000a,b; Hogg & Abrams, 1993; Hogg & Mullin, 1999) have however suggested that 

uncertainty can also be reduced by affiliating and identifying with social groups, institutions, 

and organizations. Although several forms of uncertainty might exist (see De Cremer, 

Brebels, and Sedikides, 2008) they argue that any form of uncertainty affects a deeper, 

emotional sense of the self and identity. This sense of self can be restored, they argue, by 

processes of self categorization and social inclusion. Several studies have provided support 

for this claim, by showing that uncertainty is indeed reduced by processes of group 



identification and self-categorization (Hogg, Sherman, Dierselhuis, Maitner, & Moffitt, 2007; 

Reid & Hogg, 2005, Chattopadhyay, George, & Lawrence, 2008). Fairness judgments can 

offer the symbolic information on these social relations, to serve as input for such processes 

of identification and self-categorization. Thereby van den Bos & Lind (2002; Lind & van den 

Bos, 2002) argue that fairness judgments may also reduce uncertainty by means of non-

instrumental concerns. 

Based on these arguments, they predict that uncertainty will sensitize people for fairness 

information in effort to reduce uncertainty. To support their model, van den Bos & Lind 

(2002) provide data showing that the effects of fairness are more pronounced under 

conditions of uncertainty. In an experiment, they showed that granting participants a voice 

had a stronger effect on perceptions of fairness, under conditions of uncertainty. When 

being relatively certain, having a voice or not, did not influence participants perceptions of 

fairness. Several other studies have also shown that uncertainty mediates the effect of 

fairness perceptions (Diekman, Barsness, & Sondak, 2004; van den Bos, 2001; for an 

overview see van den Bos & Lind, 2002). Although these findings suggest, that fairness 

information reduces uncertainty, no direct support for this claim has been offered by 

empirical research. The fact that uncertainty sensitizes for fairness information, does not yet 

proof that fairness information serves to reduce uncertainty. Therefore the current research 

will test what effect fairness information has on uncertainty and explore the psychological 

processes involved. Based on the Uncertainty Management Model, it is predicted that 

fairness information will reduce uncertainty and that both instrumental and non-

instrumental concerns are involved. 

 

Current Research 

 Based on the arguments provided here, it is expected that making fairness judgments 

salient will reduce uncertainty, compared to people to whom such judgments are not made 

salient. For the current research the opportunity was provided to test this hypothesis in the 

field, by means of a field experiment. A financial services company agreed to participate in 

this research. The company had undergone a significant change in its organizational 

structure one year prior to the research, resulting in a major re-positing of employees. It was 



expected that such change would have caused enough uncertainty, in order to sensitize 

people for fairness and for it to be an issue for employees. Furthermore, since the 

implementation of this change was not yet fully completed, it was expected that these 

fairness judgments would still be relevant at the time of conducting the study. Based on the 

theoretical arguments provided by the Uncertainty Management Model (van den Bos & Lind, 

2002) it was expected that making employee’s fairness judgments on this change procedure 

salient, would help them to reduce uncertainty. 

The current literature provides two means by which fairness can reduce uncertainty; 

instrumental and non-instrumental. Although several scholars have argued to simply accept 

both possibilities exist, there is reason to further understand the nature of the relation 

between fairness and uncertainty. First of all, it can be argued that the scientific community 

should simply not accept such two-way explanations. Second, there is research showing that 

different kinds of uncertainty sensitize for different kinds of fairness. In two experiments De 

Cremer, Brebels, and Sedikides (2008) denied or granted participants a voice. They showed 

that general uncertainty sensitized people more for procedural fairness judgments in 

reaction to this manipulation, but that belongingness uncertainty sensitized people more for 

group identification in reaction to this manipulation. This suggests that the relation between 

uncertainty and fairness might differ over situations and that different psychological 

processes might be involved in producing diverse effects. Therefore the current study aims 

to provide further understanding of how fairness perceptions influence uncertainty. A 

qualitative design will be used to do so. First of all, because there were too little participants 

available in the field study to extend the experimental design. Second, a qualitative 

approach allows for a much richer data set, which is more likely to provide new 

understandings on the relation between fairness and uncertainty. 

The study was conducted at a financial services company located in the Netherlands. The 

company had undergone a radical change in its organizational structure about one year prior 

to conducting the current study. In an effort to increase efficiency and improve service for its 

customers, top management had decided to change the organizational structure from a 

process based structure, to a client based structure. This means that nearly everyone on the 

organization was relocated to a new team. Furthermore, the change demanded for 

employees to learn new skills. As in the new structure they were expected to master all of 



the companies services, compared to only one specific service in the old structure. Based on 

the current literature on organizational change and social justice, it was expected that strong 

fairness judgments would have been formed about such a change. 

 

Study 1a 

The aim of study 1a, was to test whether fairness information, reduces uncertainty. Based 

on the Uncertainty Management Model (van den Bos & Lind, 2002) it is expected that when 

fairness information is made salient, uncertainty will be lower. Based on previously found 

fairness effects, we furthermore expected that perceptions of fairness would positively 

correlate with organizational attractiveness and motivation. 

 

Method 

Participants & Design 

Participants were 25 employees (7 men, 18 women, average age = 35,3 years) at a financial 

services company located in the Netherlands. Participants were selected and recruited by 

management to equally represent separate divisions in the company. Participants were 

assigned to one the conditions of the 2 (Fairness salience: salient vs. not salient) x 1 

between-participants design by order of participations, varying the condition with each new 

participant. The sample included both general and senior employees. Management was not 

included in the sample. 

 

Procedure 

Selected employees were invited to participate in what was framed as a general study on 

their experiences regarding the change initiated a year earlier. Participants were pre-

scheduled for a time and location of participation, but were allowed to swap places. On 

arrival they were seated in a private room and asked to fill out a paper survey, before 

receiving any additional information regarding the research. This survey consisted of items 



on both fairness and uncertainty and was administered in two versions. One in which the 

fairness items preceded the uncertainty items and one in which the uncertainty items came 

first. Participants were handed either of these versions, thereby manipulating fairness 

salience. To guarantee this manipulation, each set of items was printed on a separate page 

and participants were asked to answer in the items in the order they were presented. To 

make sure participants followed this procedure and to allow for any questions by 

participants, the experimenter was present during administration of the survey. 

Fairness. The questionnaire contained twelve items on perceived fairness of the 

organizational change one year earlier. Items were taken from the Organizational Justice 

Scale by Colquitt (2001), translated to Dutch and rephrased to aim specifically for the 

companies change in structure (for items see Appendix A). Three questions from the original 

scale were selected for each of the dimensions (distributive, procedural, interactional, and 

informational). Responses were obtained on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 

(totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree). Participants responses were averaged to form a 

reliable scale of fairness perceptions (α=.75). 

Uncertainty. Five items were included on uncertainty. Items were self constructed, based 

on items of the Emotional Uncertainty Scale (Greco & Roger, 2001) and a general uncertainty 

scale used by Rafferty & Griffin (2006). Three of the items were on general uncertainty. 

These were; “In my current work environment there are many uncertainties”, “When I think 

of the future, I get insecure”, and “I am unsure of the effects of changes on my work”. 

Participants responses were averaged to form a reliable scale of general uncertainty (α=.83). 

Next to that, two specific items were asked about uncertainty due to the macro-economic 

circumstance at the time, since this topic was of interest to the company. The items were; 

“Economic developments make me feel uncertain about my job at this company”, and “I am 

unsure about the consequences that the current financial crisis might have for this company”. 

Participants responses were averaged to form a reliable scale of crisis uncertainty due to the 

crisis (α=.82). Participants responses on all uncertainty items, were averaged to form one 

single scale of uncertainty (α=.83). 

Organizational Attractiveness and Motivation. As a means of validating the measures on 

fairness and uncertainty, additional questions were asked on organizational attractiveness 



and motivation. The items on organizational attractiveness were taken from Thorsteinson & 

Highhouse (2003). One item on motivation was included. This item was; “I can easily 

motivate myself for work”. 

After completing the survey participants were thanked and briefed on the goals and content 

of the subsequent interviews (see study 2). 

 

Results and Conclusion 

Dependent Variables 

One participants was excluded from the analysis because of missing data. For the remaining 

24 participants scores were obtained on Fairness (M = 4.60; SD = .617), Uncertainty (M = 

3.02; SD = 1.16), Organizational Attractiveness (M = 5.67; SD = .856) and Motivation (M = 

5.75; SD =1.23).  

Correlations are provided in Table 1. Fairness perceptions show a moderate, positive 

correlation to organizational attractiveness (r = .45, p < .02) and motivation (r = .42, p < .05). 

Uncertainty showed to be negatively correlated to organizational attractiveness (r = -.48, p 

<.03) and motivation (r = -.52, p < .01). Crisis uncertainty showed to be negatively correlated 

to organizational attractiveness (r = -.41, p <.05) but not to motivation (r = -.15, p =  .75, ns). 

Table 1. Pearson Correlations for dependent measures (two-tailed). 

 Uncertainty Crisis Uncertainty  Fairness Attractiveness Motivation 

Uncertainty -     

Crisis Uncertainty .651**     

Fairness -.152 -.085 -   

Attractiveness -.447* -.414* .480* -  

Motivation -.520** -153 .422* .705* - 

*.Correlation is significant at the .05 level. 

**. Correlation is significant at the .01 level. 

 



To test for the effect of fairness salience on general uncertainty, a 2x1 ANOVA was 

performed for both uncertainty scales. Fairness salience showed to increase general 

uncertainty (see figure 1), but not significantly (F<1). The same was true for crisis 

uncertainty. Fairness salience showed to increase crisis uncertainty, but not significantly 

(F<1). To see if it mattered what fairness information was made salient, a median split was 

performed on the fairness scores. A 2 (fairness salience: salient vs. not salient) x 2 (fairness 

perceptions: fair vs. unfair) ANOVA showed no significant main or interactions effects. In an 

additional 2x1 ANOVA the experimental condition showed a significant effect on fairness 

perceptions (F (1, 23) = 6.27, p < .03). Participants who were administered the uncertainty 

items before the fairness items scored higher on fairness (M = 4,86; SD = 0.61), than 

participants receiving the fairness items before the uncertainty items (M = 4.29; SD = 0.49) 

(see figure 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To check of the effect of uncertainty salience was different for certain and uncertain 

participants, a median split was performed on the uncertainty scores. The results show, that 

the effect is stronger for uncertain participants, then for relatively certain participants (see 

figure 3). The effect of uncertainty salience on fairness was significant for uncertain 

participants (F (1,12) = 10.5, p < .01), but not for participants feeling relatively certain (F < 1). 
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Figure 1. Effect of fairness salience on uncertainty. 
(F<1 : ns) 

Figure 2. Effect of uncertainty salience on fairness 
perceptions. (F (1,23) = 6.27, P < .03) 



 

Since previous research has shown that the effects of fairness are more pronounced under 

conditions of uncertainty, a additional analysis was performed to see if those effects were 

replicated here. To do so, the correlations for fairness, organizational attractiveness and 

motivation were obtained for both experimental conditions. It was expected that the effects 

of fairness would be stronger, when uncertainty was salient at the time of fairness 

judgment. The results show (see Table 2) that correlations are higher for participants to 

whom uncertainty was made salient before the fairness items.  

Table 2. Pearson Correlations for Fairness, Organizational Attractiveness and Motivation in both experimental 
conditions. 

 Fairness 

 Uncertainty Salient Uncertainty not Salient 

Attractiveness .628* .426 

Motivation .544 .360 

*. Correlation is significant at the .05 level. 

As expected, perceptions of fairness showed a positive correlation with measures on 

organizational attractiveness and motivation. The expected effect of the experimental 

manipulation on participants uncertainty was not found. Therefore the data do not support 

this hypothesis. This suggests that fairness information does not always reduce uncertainty, 

or at least not the fairness information made salient in this study. However the experimental 

manipulation did significantly affect participants fairness perceptions, but only for 

participants feeling relatively uncertain. This shows that is uncertainty that affects, rather 
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Figure 3. Effects of Certainty or Uncertainty Salient on Fairness Judgments. 



then uncertainty information in general. The results furthermore show, that fairness effects 

were strengthened by manipulating uncertainty salience. Taken together these results 

suggest that although uncertainty sensitizes for fairness perceptions, making these 

perceptions of fairness salient does not influence feelings of uncertainty. 

 

Study 1b 

The purpose of study 1b was to explore the nature of the relation between uncertainty and 

fairness perceptions. The general question of interest was; by what means are fairness 

judgments able to reduce uncertainty? As already discussed in the introduction, the current 

literature provides two explanations for how fairness perceptions can reduce uncertainty; by 

providing instrumental information and by providing non-instrumental information. To gain 

further insight on these and possible other relations between fairness and uncertainty, the 

purpose of study 1b was to reveal the kind of information that is provided by fairness 

judgments and how people cope with uncertainty. These data could be used to look for 

possible relations between uncertainty and fairness. To ensure a wide scope of interest on 

both topics, and a relatively unbiased approach, qualitative methods were used to obtain 

data. This would also results in the rich and complex data, needed to interpret the nature of 

possible relations. 

 

Method 

Participants & Design 

Participants were the same as in study 1 (N = 25, 7 men, 18 women, average age = 35,3 

years). All participants were interviewed using the same semi-structured set of questions 

(see Appendix B). The topics of interest were participant’s perceptions of fairness, feelings of 

uncertainty (due to the change or financial crisis) and participants’ own perceptions of the 

relation between uncertainty and fairness. 

 

 



Procedure 

The interviews were conducted by a graduate psychology student. After participants had 

finished the questionnaire from study 1, they were informed on the goal and subject of the 

interview. This was framed as a general inquiry on their experience of the organizational 

change one year earlier and its consequences in the past year. Participants were also told 

that part of the interview would be about their perceptions of fairness. Anonymity and 

confidentiality was guaranteed and informed consent was obtained. Given the volume and 

loose structure of our data, participants were asked permission to tape the interview. After 

agreeing (all participants did) the interview was started. The interview was structured into 

three sections. First participants were asked about their general experience of the 

organizational change previously mentioned. This purpose of this was, to get people talking 

about the subject in whatever way they felt comfortable. Furthermore, this would give them 

the chance to ventilate any practical issues that were on their mind. It was expected, that 

discussing these issues first would get participants to talk more easily about private issues, 

such as fairness perceptions and uncertainty. After having cleared their practical issues, 

participants were asked about the two topics of interest for the current study, which are 

perceptions of fairness and coping with uncertainty. For each topic the specific approach will 

be presented here. Note that although these topics are discussed separately here, they 

sometimes overlapped in the actual interviews. 

Fairness. To obtain insight on what kind of information people find useful in fairness 

judgments, an indirect approach was taken, since it was expected that people would find it 

hard to reflect on what they value in fairness information. By asking participants for fair or 

unfair aspect of the recent organizational change, a first insight would be provided on what 

fairness means to people. By further analyzing the context in which these judgments were 

discussed, the deeper meaning ascribed to these judgments could be revealed. Participants 

were asked how fair they rated the change in general, what they based this judgment on and 

what specific events they found to be fair or unfair in the past year. 

Uncertainty. Coping with uncertainty was expected to be reflected upon with more ease, 

so here a rather direct approach was taken. People were asked for recollections of feeling 



uncertain (primarily due to change or financial crisis) and were then asked how they dealt 

with this.  

Relation of fairness and uncertainty. To provide further insight on the relation between 

fairness and uncertainty, a more explicit measure was used. Participants were asked if they 

were aware of any relation between fairness perceptions and uncertainty and what the 

nature of such a relation would be.  

After the interview participants were thanked for their time and were offered the 

opportunity to ask any further questions concerning the research. The duration of the 

interviews ranged from 25 to 40 minutes, corresponding to a size between 1986 and 6428 

words (mean 3865, SD 1139). 

 

Data Analysis 

The interviews were transcribed to text, by manually typing out the recordings. These 

transcriptions were then analyzed using MaxQDA 2007 software. Using this software, the 

data were first sorted along the general topics of the interview. This meant that data 

obtained by questions on fairness were separated from the data obtained by asking about 

uncertainty. The data used in analysis was limited to the parts, were either of the topics 

were explicitly mentioned by either the interviewer or participants. These procedures were 

used in order to prevent from misinterpreting any data during the analysis. The data were 

analyzed using critical discourse analysis (Dick, 2004). For each topic of interest the specific 

analysis will be discussed below. 

 

Results 

Fairness 

Analysis of the fairness data resulted in 12 categories of issues that people named in relation 

to the fairness of the organizational change. These categories are presented in Appendix C. 

These categories show a diverse pattern of issues involved in fairness judgments, ranging 

from very instrumental elements like information, to more interpersonal issues like support. 



To provide a better understanding of fairness, the context in which these issues were 

discussed was analyzed. Deductive categorization resulted in 3 general categories (see Table 

3). Two of these categories provided a functional value to the kind of information these 

issues offered. These are instrumental and social information. Participants statements 

referring to any instrumental information about outcomes, procedures or any other direct 

information on future events, was categorized as instrumental information. These were 

rather abstract, impersonal accounts of past events and fairness. Statements referring to any 

information about the persons involved in these issues or when fairness was related to 

personal relations, was categorized as social information. In this category fairness was often 

personalized onto an agent or person. Events and their fairness were discussed in terms of 

people rather then abstract processes. For instance the term “they” was used much more 

often in this category, then in the instrumental information. Furthermore, social information 

was often mentioned in direct relation to fairness judgments, whereas instrumental 

information was not. This suggest that fairness judgments provide mainly social information. 

The third category, social norms, refers to the essential meaning of fairness itself. Fairness is 

described as an abstract construct that is valued in itself, rather then the information it 

provides. When asked for what fairness means to them, participants often stated this in 

general terms of rules or expectation of social interaction. This suggests that fairness can be 

valued in itself, rather than for the information it provides.  

 

Uncertainty coping 

To provide further insight on the psychological processes involved in fairness judgments, 

participants were interviewed on their uncertainty coping styles. This provided data on how 

people themselves perceive the way they deal with uncertainties. Categorization of these 

data result in 4 uncertainty coping strategies, which are presented in Table 4. Information 

and communication showed to be important to people in reducing uncertainty for both 

mainly instrumental, but also social reasons. The information in itself is was perceived 

instrumental for directly providing information on things to happen. The way information 

was provided, was however also valued for what it communicates about others.  Many 

participants explicitly stated that the way information was provided, was more important tot 

them than the information itself. They did not directly related this to reducing uncertainty, 



but it does show that information and communication can serve both instrumental and 

social needs. In further support of the uncertainty reducing ability of social information, 

social interaction was perceived as a way of coping with uncertainty. Participants indicated 

that for them, talking to colleagues and their manager was a way of coping with 

uncertainties. However, also instrumental concerns were involved, since several participants 

indicated to value such interaction for providing the opportunity of obtaining answers. 

Taken together these results show, that it is difficult to distinguish between the instrumental 

and social aspects of any type of information. It seem s likely that communication always 

conveys both instrumental and social information. The results however suggest, that both 

instrumental and social concerns are involved in reducing uncertainty. 

Two other categories of coping with uncertainty were obtained, which are planning and 

cognitive reduction. Both were mainly displayed in reaction to uncertainty about the 

financial crisis, which was generally perceived as job uncertainty and a fear of loosing it. 

Almost all participants indicated to experience uncertainty of this kind, but subsequently 

used either strategy to manage this uncertainty. The strategy of cognitive reduction 

encompasses behavior of counter arguing the information causing uncertainty. In light of 

information that they could loose their jobs, participants produced a number of arguments 

for why they wouldn’t or why it wouldn’t hurt them that much. These arguments could 

range from the organizations general performance to one’s own ability to find another job. 

The strategy of planning encompasses the behavior of assigning a coping behavior to 

possible outcomes. So after stating a fear of possibly loosing their job, participants play 

down this uncertainty by arguing how they would respond. Responses could be, accepting 

lower paying jobs. Other participants indicated to be uncertain about future events, but not 

about the consequences of those, since they already knew how to respond or already made 

other plans anyway. This suggests that uncertainty can be reduced by planning coping 

behavior. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 3. Categories of the context in which fairness issues were discussed. 

Context category Definition & Quotes 

Instrumental information Information on outcomes and future events 

 "Well that it is being made clear what will exactly change and to whom these changes will 
apply" 

 "Well everything was announced in advance, so you knew what would happen" 

 "Well just in a sense, but I wasn't asked what I would like. I would have liked to go to a team. 
If asked, they could have switched with people who didn't want to." 

 "I would have liked to be in such a group, because then you have more influence" 

 "Well I regret that the chances for promotion have been reduced" 

  

Social information Information on the people involved in the change 

 "Well it is not about influence, but the feeling of being valued" 

 "Well, informing us was done neatly. Things weren't always clear but…" 

 "They have tried hard to inform us" 

 "I think it is a good thing. I can imagine why they wanted to do this" 

 "They should have tried harder to keep the people that left" 

 "Well the circumstance were taken into account, in evaluating what I've had learned" 
 

Social norm Fairness is a social norm 

 "I expect anyone to be treated fair in any given situation" 

 "Fairness is respect for each other" 

  "Fairness is that everyone is treated equally" 

 "I find it fair that salary criteria have been equalized" 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 4. Uncertainty coping strategies observed in the data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Category Definition and Quotes 

Information/ Being informed reduces uncertainty 

Communication "I knew in advance, what my new position would be. And I was well informed." 

 "Well I think they have provided enough information, about why things were changing." 

 "..they clearly communicated, that no jobs were on the line." 

  

Social aspect The social aspect about information/communication plays an important role in 
information/communication. 

 "it is more about the way the information is provided…when someone is front of you, giving a 
presentation and that person makes an honest impression, that feels very different than an 
email." 

  

Social interaction Talking to colleagues, manager, friends and family. 

 "I talk a lot. When I'm uncertain, then I first talk to my senior….Sometimes I just have questions 
and well, I just ask them." 

 "Well, you talk about it with others, about what they would do." 

 "I talk about it with my manager. When I am uncertain or purely on content." 

  

Planning Uncertainty reduction by planning the future 

 "I will leave in July anyway, so it doesn't make me uncertain." 

 "I go looking for certainty. So if I would be uncertain about keeping my job, I would immediately 
try to find another." 

 "..and if things are going the wrong way, you will have to accept it or take steps that are more 
pleasant for you." 

 "No not really, I let things come over me. And I think, if I don't like it, I will leave. It's that easy for 
me." 

 "I will see where it leads and if would not be transferred, I would still go to another division." 
  

Cognitive  Selectively looking for information, with which threats can be reasoned away. 

 "Well you see, off course, that things are going bad and the company is doing less well. But we 
have a solid basis of clients, which guarantees a steady flow of income." 

 "No, given the rush at the moment. I'm working plenty of overtime….There is just a lot of work to 
do, so I don't worry". 

 "..we are doing very well. Two weeks ago sixty people had to work overtime." 

 "When it comes, then I will find another job or I go working for McDonalds." 

 "No, I'm young and have plenty of opportunities. I am sure that, would the company go bankrupt, 
I will find something else." 



Relation between uncertainty and fairness.  

Eight participants indicated not to see any relation between the fairness and uncertainty. 

From the remaining participants five thought that uncertainty influenced fairness 

perceptions (see Table 4 for results). These participants described the relation shown by 

many studies on fairness and uncertainty. They perceived uncertainty to sensitize for fair or 

unfair treatment. Eleven participants perceived the relation in the other direction; as 

fairness influencing uncertainty. These participants believed fairness of treatment to affect 

feelings of uncertainty. Most of them explained that being treated unfairly makes people in 

general feel uncertain about them selves. To provide an understanding of why some 

perceived this relation different than others, it was analyzed how the concepts of fairness 

and uncertainty were referred both accounts. No meaningful distinctions in perspectives on 

fairness could be made. However, participants believing that unfair treatment causes 

feelings of uncertainty, tended to refer to personal uncertainty. In contrast participants 

explaining that uncertainty sensitizes for fair treatment, mostly referred to uncertainty in 

either very general terms or as a lack of information about future events. These results 

suggest, that fairness information is mostly valued for reducing personal uncertainty, rather 

then uncertainty in general. 

 

Table 4 Perceived relation between fairness and uncertainty and the type of uncertainty that was generally 
referred to by participants. 

Perceived Relation Type of Uncertainty  Quote 

   

Uncertainty sensitizes for 
Fairness 

General or Future 
Uncertainty 

"When uncertain about a situation or shape of the company 
, more things will appear unfair" 

  "If I would be uncertain about my job, I would pay more 
attention to how well I was treated" 

  "When things are uncertain, you start to wonder why things 
happen as they do and then you also ask yourself, how fair is 
this?  

   

Fairness reduces Uncertainty Personal Uncertainty "When treated unfairly, you can wonder what you did to 
deserve that, that can make you uncertain" 

  "When treated unfairly, you start to wonder whether people 
want you there" 

  "Being treated unfairly, can make you feel very uncertain" 

 



Conclusion Study 1b 

The qualitative data obtained in the interviews, show that both instrumental and social 

information are related to fairness and uncertainty reduction. Further analysis however 

suggest that fairness judgments provide mainly social information, rather than instrumental. 

Participants own perspectives on the relation between fairness and uncertainty, provides a 

similar notion. The data suggest that mainly personal uncertainty is reduced by fairness 

information. So taken together the results of this study point in the direction of non-

instrumental concerns being responsible for the uncertainty reducing ability of fairness 

information. Instrumental concerns do seem to be involved in the relation, but in a different 

way than non-instrumental concerns. The results suggest that instrumental information is 

provided by the issues related to fairness judgments (like information or voice), but is not 

found in fairness information itself. In addition the results show that fairness can be valued 

as social norm in itself, regardless of the information it provides. This suggest that the type 

of information fairness judgments offer, can provide only a partial explanation of fairness 

effects. The results furthermore show, that processes of planning and cognitive reduction 

might also be involved in uncertainty reduction. Further theoretical discussion of these 

results will provided in the general discussion. 

 

General Discussion 

The results of study 1a show that uncertainty salience affects participants fairness 

perceptions. The organizational change was perceived as more fair, when uncertainty was 

made salient to participants. This suggests that fairness information is processed differently 

under conditions of uncertainty. One explanation for how uncertainty might affect fairness is 

that uncertainty makes people aware of a lack of information. Since being sufficiently 

informed is one aspect of fairness, realizing this might alter perceptions of fairness. This 

reasoning suggest that uncertainty lowers perceptions of fairness. Since the results however 

show that uncertainty raises perceptions of fairness, this explanation can not account for the 

effects found here. A more fitting explanation might be offered be the Uncertainty 

Management Model. It is likely that fairness information is perceived as more important, 

because uncertainty sensitizes for it. As a result the motivation to make an accurate fairness 



judgment will be higher, resulting in a more accurate judgment. So it could be that the 

experimental manipulation affected participants accuracy motivation and that the higher 

fairness score found in study 1a, is the result of a more accurate judgment. This scenario is 

especially likely given the time gap between performing the study and the event that 

participants were asked to evaluate. Fairness judgments of events taking place a year ago, 

are probably not readily available in memory, but are rather likely to require considerable 

effort to retrieve. Hence it is very plausible that accuracy motivations are responsible for 

these effects found in study 1a. These results are generally in line with the theoretical 

arguments of the Uncertainty Management Model. The results also showed that perceptions 

of fairness predict organizational attractiveness and motivation, thereby replicating 

previously found effects of fairness judgments. So taken together the results of study 1 are 

generally in line with previous findings. However, the expected effect of fairness salience on 

uncertainty was not found. Making judgments of fairness or unfairness salient, did not affect 

participants uncertainty. This shows that not any fairness judgments can generally reduce 

uncertainty. Together, the results from study 1a show, that although uncertainty sensitizes 

people for fairness information, the same fairness information does not reduce uncertainty. 

This finding conflicts with the Uncertainty Management Model, which states that 

uncertainty sensitizes for fairness information because it reduces uncertainty. The model can 

not explain why uncertainty sensitizes for fairness information that does not reduce 

uncertainty. 

To account for these results, several explanations can be provided. First of all it might be 

argued that the dimensions of both constructs play a role. Fairness of the change can be 

seen as a rather specific construct, compared to the broader, more general construct of 

uncertainty. It then seems reasonable to assume that the general construct can have an 

impact on the specific one, but that the impact of the specific construct on the general is too 

small to notice. This explanation does however seem unlikely, since fairness perceptions did 

show to have a considerable impact on motivation and organizational attractiveness. Both 

are also rather general and broad constructs. So why would fairness be able to affect one 

broad and general construct, but not the other? The only explanation lies in the specific 

relation between fairness and uncertainty. It could also be that no effect of fairness on 

uncertainty was found, because the wrong operationalization were chosen. For instance the 



fairness information that was made salient, could have be too old to be relevant for 

participants. Or maybe the wrong match was made between the fairness information made 

salient and the way uncertainty was measured. However, the fact that uncertainty salience 

did affect fairness and significant correlations were found with organizational attractiveness 

and motivation, indicates that the measures chosen are valid and are related. Taking these 

limitations into account, the results from study 1a pose the question of why uncertainty 

sensitizes for fairness information that does not reduce uncertainty. One explanation is that 

processes other than uncertainty reduction are responsible for this sensitization. Another is 

that fairness information might be turned to in effort to reduce uncertainty, even though it 

really doesn’t do so. Although fairness information doesn’t really reduce uncertainty, people 

might still believe so (implicit or explicit) and therefore turn to fairness information in 

reaction to uncertainty. Both these accounts are valid possibilities and might be given 

further attention in future research.  

The data from study 1b however provide a third, more subtle explanation for why 

uncertainty can sensitize for fairness information that does not reduce uncertainty. The 

results suggest that mainly non-instrumental concerns are involved in the ability of fairness 

information to reduce uncertainty. However instrumental concerns are do seem to be 

involved in sensitizing for fairness. If mainly non-instrumental information is responsible for 

reducing uncertainty, than what role does instrumental information play? Based on the 

results from study1b it is argued that both instrumental and non-instrumental concerns are 

involved in fairness sensitization. Uncertainty might motivate people to look for information 

in general (Ashford & Cummings, 1985; van den Bos et al., 2006). This might be any 

information of relevance, including fairness, instrumental and non-instrumental information. 

So rather than looking for a specific kind of information, uncertainty might sensitize people 

for information in general. This does however not mean that all information reduces 

uncertainty or reduces it in the same way. It seems likely that fairness information is one 

form of information, that might reduce uncertainty and is suggested here to do so mainly by 

the social, non-instrumental information it provides. Instrumental information might be 

involved however, but it is suggested here to do so in a more indirect manner. Since the data 

suggest that fairness provides mainly non-instrumental information for uncertainty 

reduction, it suggested that instrumental information might be involved by co-activation. In 



more detail, uncertainty might sensitize people for fairness information (amongst others) by 

which the events and issues related to those judgments are also likely to be activated. It 

could be that instrumental information is provided by these issues and events themselves, 

rather than the fairness judgments extracted from them. Since most of these events are 

capable of providing direct, instrumental information to reduce uncertainty, it would be 

illogical to assume that an indirect influence through fairness judgments is involved. 

Although it should be stated that the current study can not discard any instrumental 

concerns in fairness judgments, it is suggested the described relations are the most likely 

ones. 

The results of the current research show that it is to straightforward to assign fairness 

information a  uncertainty reducing function, based on findings showing that uncertainty 

sensitizes for fairness. The results show that fairness sensitization and uncertainty reduction 

are two different processes, which can be understood by different psychological 

mechanisms. This suggests that previous findings on the effects of uncertainty and fairness, 

should be interpreted with more care than previously assumed. The current results show, 

that such data can not be generalized to conclude on the effect fairness has on uncertainty. 

Since the majority of research has focused on the former, future research in this area should 

focus on the effects of fairness on uncertainty. Future research will have to determine of the 

theoretical notions put forward here are valid. More specifically research should focus on 

how instrumental and non-instrumental concerns are involved in both uncertainty reduction 

by fairness information and fairness sensitization by uncertainty. Two additional findings 

were obtained, that go beyond the direct scope of the current research, but should be 

explored in future research. The first is that fairness can be valued regardless of the 

information it provides. This suggest that focusing on the functional information offered by 

fairness judgments, provides only a partial understanding of why fairness is valued and why 

it influences behavior. More research needs to be done on why fairness is valued in the first 

place, rather then focusing on what useful information it offers. Furthermore the results of 

study 1a show, that uncertainty might influence the way fairness judgments are processed. 

This suggest that understanding the motivations underlying fairness judgments, can help to 

understand how such judgments come about. This might seem rather straightforward, but 

up to date little research has been done on the creation of fairness judgments and how 



fairness information is processed. This might be influenced by whether fairness is valued for 

instrumental or non-instrumental concerns of uncertainty reduction, or valued as a social 

norm regardless of the information is provides. It could be for instance that any of these 

cause either biased or accurate information processing goals. In addition to these issues on 

the meaning and creation of fairness judgments, the results suggest that processes of 

planning and cognitive reduction. Future research might want to focus on how these 

processes are involved in fairness judgments, through their influence on uncertainty. The 

results suggest that planning reduces uncertainty and thereby prevents sensitization for 

fairness information. The same might be true for processes of cognitive uncertainty 

reduction. Since these processes were related to fear of job loss, further research should 

also be done on how perceptions of fear and threat are related to fairness. Although some 

research has already be done on this matter (e.g. van den Bos & Miedema, 2000), the results 

suggest that they might be closely involved in fairness perceptions. 

Taken together the current study has shown that the relation between uncertainty and 

fairness is probably more complex, than previously assumed. Fairness information seems 

only able to reduce uncertainty under specific circumstances and by means of specific 

processes. It is suggested that fairness information provides mainly social, non-instrumental 

information and thereby reduces personal uncertainty rather then general uncertainty. 

Instrumental effects of fairness judgments on uncertainty can not be discarded by the 

current results, but it is suggested not to be the main mechanism involved. Instrumental 

information Rather seems to be provided indirectly by co-activation of fairness related issues 

and events. Future research will have to show the validness of these accounts. 
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Appendix A Organizational Justice Items 

Extracted from the Organizational Justice Scale by Colquitt (2001). 

 

1. I have had influence on the rotation of the organization. (PJ) 

2. The procedures concerning the rotation of the organization have been applied consistently. (PJ) 

3. I have been able to express my views and feelings on the rotation of the organization. (PJ) 

 

4. The consequences of the rotation are fair, in view of the work I deliver. (DJ) 

5. The outcomes of the rotation are fair, in view of the effort I put into my work. (DJ) 

6. The consequences of the rotation are justified in view of my contributions to the organization. (DJ) 

 

7. During the rotation I have been treated in a polite manner. (IPJ) 

8. During the rotation I have been treated with dignity. (IPJ) 

9. During the rotation I have been treated with respect. (IPJ) 

10. The procedures concerning the rotation have been explained thoroughly.(IJ) 

 

11. Communication during the rotation was candid. (IJ) 

12. Explanations regarding the rotation’s procedures, were acceptable. (IJ) 

 

(PJ) = procedural justice item 

(DJ) = distributive justice item 

(IPJ) = interpersonal justice item 

(IJ) – informational justice item 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B Interview questions structure 

 

1. How did you experience the change in the organizations structure? 

 

2. How fair would you say the change was in general? 

a. On what events do you base such a judgment? 

b. What things did you find particular find fair? 

c. What things did you find particular unfair? 

d. Why is this unfair to you? 

 

3. Did you experience any uncertainty because of this change? 

a. Is there anything else that causes uncertainty for you at work? 

b. How did you deal with this uncertainty? 

c. How do you deal with uncertainty in general? 

 

4. Doe you think there is a relation between fairness and uncertainty? 

a. How would you describe that relation? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix C Categories of issues that where found either fair or unfair 

 

Main and sub-categories Definition and quotes Related Organizational Justice Dimensions 

   

1. Information/Communication   

amount of information Providing the information needed and not withholding relevant information Informational Justice, Interactional Justice 

 "They may have missed a few things in communication, but I think the people higher up, 
tried to share as  much information as possible" 

 

 "Communication was not much, but sufficient for me. I knew what I was going into. And 
for me, there weren't many changes, so I didn't need any more communication" 

 

 "As  far as treatment, it has been extensively communicated, what was going to 
happen" 

 

frequency of communication Frequency with whjch information is being shared and recency of that information Informational Justice, Interactional Justice 

 "I think it has gone okay. I mean, everyone was kept updated and communication was 
frequent" 

 

 "We have a meeting once a month….but developments are now so rapid, that I think we 
should be informed more often." 

 

quality of information Communication is honest and no false information is provided Informational Justice, Interactional Justice 

 "..and in those meetings, their being honest about things. I mean, if boardmembers have 
complaints, they say it" 

 

 "Communication is here rather open, the manager always tells us straightforward how 
things are" 

 

timing of information Being informed far enough in advance.  

 "Yes, I think it was fair…..I mean, everything was anounced in advance. It was clear."  

 "Well, because of the fact, that it was communicated too late. We hardly had any time 
to prepare." 

 

   

   



 

2. Reason for change The idea and reasoning that underlies the change (also goals and objectives) Interactional Justice 

 "Well I didn't experience it as unjust. Because I understand the way of thinking that led 
to it" 

 

 "No, regardless of my function, I find it fair. Because I did see the need for doing it. The 
company needed a change" 

 

 "Yes, off course. I can fully agree with the reasoning for the company, to do it this way."  

3. Voice Having the chance to express oneself on the matter or have some kind of influence. Procedural Justice 

 "People weren't asked, at least I wasn't, what they wanted. Do you want to go to a team 
or not" 

 

 "Well, on itself the change has been fair. But I regret that people weren't asked about it. 
What would you like?" 

 

 "I think it is fair, but I do feel management should have asked employees for their 
opinion." 

 

 "The fact that we as employees, weren't asked for our opinions. So that is purely related 
ot fairness." 

 

   

4. Support Providing support to employees in learning and executing new tasks Interactional Justice 

 "That you are treated right and are properly introduced to new job tasks"  

 "It is important that things happen as people are told and that sufficient support is 
provided" 

 

 "Maybe they could have been more open about things, or have provided better support"  

 "Well yes, but what should have been done…...is that more time was given to get 
introduced to new tasks" 

 

 "We hardly had any time to prepare. To get introduced."  



 

 

   

5. Procedure Procedures that were applied in implementing the change Procedural Justice 

 "But you know, the company had an awfull long time, to think things over, about who 
they would place in a certain team. So that didn't happen in a rush." 

 

 "Well, we were told that it was done random…it was not like managers could choose 
who they wanted in their team" 

 

 "Well, you have to make choices in such a process….I think it was done justly"  

   

6. Changes in tasks/demands Changes in the kind of work that is done and what is expected. Distributive Justice, Procedural Justice 

 "Well, I think informing and maybe extra job demands. Extra job demands, that might 
be unfair." 

 

 "What would be unfair? I don't know. I think your tasks being limited or one of your 
projects being taken away." 

 

 "Well when I applied, I was hired for that position…and now I do have to take the phone-
shift one day a week." 

 

   

7. Pressure/stress Increases in the amount of work to be done. Distributive Justice 

 "….you are demanding more from certain people,while they have less colleagues to do it 
with…" 

 

 "So in that sense, I do not find it fair. They expect more from you….but there is no 
corresponding reward" 

 

 "Besides the change itself, that we are now with less people and work has increased"  

 "That there is more pressure, that you have to do more work…while we are with less 
people, that is off course not fair" 

 

   

   



 

8. Being judged on new job skills Being judged on whether new job skills are acquired Interactional Justice, Distrubitive Justice, Procedural Justice 

 "Unfair in the sense, that to much was demanded…that new processes would be learned 
within three months" 

 

 "There is something not going right, I do not want to be judged for that. I had to learn 
processes, of which it is now clear, that it was impossible to do so." 

 

 "Well, I thought it is not possible to catch up all this work and learn about the other 
processes. I indicated that, and they didn't expect me to attend to learning, but first do 
my work." 

 

   

9. Colleagues leaving Colleagues leaving the company because of the change Distributive Justice, Interactional Jusitce, Procedural Justice 

 "Well not directly for me, but a lot of knowledge was lost, with the people that left"  

 "Yes, they left.That was off course their own choice, but a bigger effort could have been 
made" 

 

   

10. Changes in career opportunities Changes in  promotion perspectives, due to the change Distributive Justice, Procedural Justice 

 "I just regret, that the perspective for progressing to a better position, has been declined 
by the change." 

 

   

11. Changes in salary Equal salary for equal work Distributive Justice, Procedural Justice 

 "Well what I think is a good thing, is that salaries have been leveled…I think it is more 
fair now, than is used to be." 

 

   

12. Looking after employees Look after employees and considering their interests Interactional Justice, Procedural Justice 

 "Well, no, I feel the company has looked after the interests of employees and is very 
carefull to do so….So fair, yes." 

 

 




